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ABSTRACT

Sclerosing orbital pseudotumor is a rare subtype of idiopathic orbital inflammatory pseudotumor. It's more common in adults and presents diagnosis of exclusion. Steroids represent the first option of treatment. The sclerosing orbital pseudotumor subtype shows moderate response to steroids due to the predominance of fibrosis and collagen in its histology. We report on a case of a patient with histologic diagnosis of sclerosing orbital pseudotumor successfully treated with corticosteroid associated with azathioprine.
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RESUMO

O pseudotumor esclerosante de órbita é um subtipo raro de pseudotumor inflamatório idiopático de órbita. É mais comum em adultos e apresenta diagnóstico de exclusão. A primeira linha de tratamento são os esteroides. O subtipo esclerosante apresenta resposta moderada aos esteroides devido à predominância de fibrose e colágeno na histologia. Relatamos o caso de um paciente com diagnóstico histológico de pseudotumor esclerosante de órbita que teve boa resposta ao tratamento com corticoide associado à azatioprina.
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INTRODUCTION

The idiopathic orbital pseudotumor is an nonmalignant orbital inflammation without local or systemic known cause\(^{(1)}\). Its etiology is uncertain, with likely evidenced autoimmune process due to the response to immunosuppressive and its relation to disorders such as Crohn’s disease, systemic lupus erythematosus, rheumatoid arthritis, among others\(^{(2)}\). It is more prevalent in adults, accounting for about 6% of all orbital lesions\(^{(3)}\).

It usually presents as unilateral, and bilateral is more common in children\(^{(4)}\). It can manifest with pain, proptosis, erythema and local edema, fibrosis, mass effect, ptosis, chemosis, motility dysfunction of the extraocular muscles, diplopia and optic neuropathy\(^{(2)}\).

It has a differential diagnosis with orbital idiopathic inflammation, thyroid exophthalmos, Wegener’s granulomatosis, sinusitis, tuberculosis, metastatic carcinoma, meningioma, lymphoma and Ormond Syndrome (multifocal fibrosis involving orbit, retroperitoneum and thyroid)\(^{(5)}\).

The diagnosis is obtained by computed tomography of the orbit or magnetic resonance imaging of the orbit. The biopsy is indicated for persistent and recurring cases\(^{(6)}\). Its pathology is characterized by infiltration of not malignant lymphocytes, without inflammatory response to any infection or the presence of fibroadipose benign tissue\(^{(7)}\).

The sclerosing form is a rare subtype of inflammatory orbital pseudotumor, and is characterized by insidious inflammation resulting in the synthesis of fibers and collagen, with injury of orbital structures\(^{(8)}\). It presents a condition similar to inflammatory pseudotumor, but more aggressive and with a worse response to steroids\(^{(9)}\). The diagnosis is obtained by exclusion. For that, the medical history, clinical examination, laboratory tests for differential diagnosis with other diseases (T3, T4, TSH, VHS, glucose, urea, creatinine, blood cultures), CT scan, biopsy and treatment response are evaluated\(^{(10)}\).

Systemic corticosteroids are the first line of treatment for orbital pseudotumors, usually starting with a dose of 1 to 2 mg/kg/ day of oral prednisone\(^{(2)}\). In sclerosing cases, efficacy is moderate, being greater when administered early\(^{(11)}\). Other treatment lines include immunosuppressive, cytotoxic agents, IV immune globulin, alpha TNF inhibitor, monoclonal antibody, and mycophenolate mofetil\(^{(12)}\). Radiation therapy is indicated for patients with refractory disease, with inadequate response to corticosteroid, or with contraindication to its use. It is usually divided into 10 sessions for two to three weeks at a dose of 20 Gy\(^{(7)}\).

CASE REPORT

Patient NGV, 42 years old, male, born in Lages – SC, started treatment in 2012 at Instituto da Visão, Cascavel-PR, due to complaint of pain and palpebral edema in right eye. He denied reduction of visual acuity. He reported having systemic arterial hypertension, type 2 diabetes, bronchitis and asthma, and having been subjected to metabolic surgery in 2009.

The exam showed edema, hyperemia and tumor of about one centimeter in right eye, reduced eye opening and visual acuity 20/20. Biomicroscopy of the right eye showed increased lacrimal gland and subconjunctival infiltrate, generating the diagnostic hypothesis of sarcoidosis, lymphoma, sclerosing pseudotumor of the orbit, and adenocarcinoma of the lacrimal gland. Further exams were requested: complete blood count, glucose, VHS, PCR, P-ANCA, C-ANCA, TSH, T3, T4, retinography and CT of the orbit. The test results were within the normal range, except for increased VHS and increased lacrimal gland to TC of the orbit.

The biopsy of conjunctiva and tenon was requested, showing unspcific inflammatory activity, discarding sarcoidosis and lymphoma. Due to the nonspecific finding, another biopsy was requested, with the diagnosis of right sclerosing orbital pseudotumor without atypical glandular proliferation associated.

For the treatment, prednisone 40 mg/day for 15 days followed by gradual withdrawal was prescribed, and the patient was referred to Hospital do Câncer de Cascavel-UOPECCAN. In the first appointment at UOPECCAN, he showed persistence of pain, edema, hyperemia and tumor in the right upper eyelid. To reduce the symptoms, the dose of prednisone was increased to 80 mg/day, and azathioprine 75 mg was added. An abdomen MRI was also requested, discarding retroperitoneal fibrosis.

The withdrawal of corticosteroids was associated to increase of the dose of azathioprine to 100 mg. Initially, there was recurrence of symptoms of pain and edema when the prednisone was reduced to 40 mg/day. The dose of prednisone was increased again to 60 mg/day for four months, followed by a new attempt of withdrawal. The corticoid withdrawal was successfully completed, and the patient kept treatment with azathioprine 100 mg and quarterly follow-up.

In follow-up appointment, he showed change of liver enzymes, suggesting a condition of poisoning by azathioprine. The dose reduction was suggested, as well as a new orbit CT scan, which showed no change. The patient presented remission of the condition, making use of 50 mg/day of azathioprine and follow-up for gradual reduction of this dose.

DISCUSSION

Sclerosing orbital pseudotumor is a rare subtype of inflammatory orbital pseudotumor\(^{(5)}\). Its exact incidence is not described in the literature. It shows no significant difference of presentation in relation to gender, and the average age of patients is 44 years old\(^{(13)}\).

It is characterized by insidious inflammation resulting in the synthesis of fibres and collagen with lesion of orbital structures. It has a differential diagnosis with orbital idiopathic inflammation, thyroid exophthalmos, Wegener’s granulomatosis, sinusitis, orbital tuberculosis, metastatic carcinoma, meningioma, lymphoma and Ormond Syndrome (multifocal fibrosis involving orbit, retroperitoneum and thyroid)\(^{(5)}\).

The differential diagnosis with orbital tuberculosis should be considered mainly in developing countries due to the higher prevalence of tuberculosis, and due to its considerable morbidity and mortality. In this case, the immunohistochemistry with immunoperoxidase is the most sensitive method for detecting mycobacteria in the tissues, including the cases of caseous necrosis. The method helps especially in cases of orbital inflammation not associated to a systemic condition resistant to corticoid therapy\(^{(14)}\).

The orbital lymphoma without systemic manifestation must also be suspected in case of expansive orbital lesion. It features
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